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NOVEMBER 2017
A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Welcome to our November issue of the magazine.
I write this on the Tuesday following our visit to Scale Modelworld, Telford. The 2017 display was our biggest
there yet, with 24 foot, double depth, it made for an impressive sight. The collaboration with Tangmere Sector
Modellers was the highlight, some superbly built Typhoons and carefully placed artefacts really set the exhibit
off, and gave show-goers plenty to see, photograph and talk about. We had a lot of reaction too on many of the
other models on display. Our varied approach really does seem to pay off, with the ‘a little something for
everyone’ – I believe most of the team present spoke about their work at one point or another over the two day
show. What was clearly evident is that we could fill the space (without the Typhoons) quite easily, so we’ll be
pushing for at least 18 feet next year, simply based on the size of the club and the amount of work we can show.
Both Lee and I exhibited with les Garagistes as well, on their ‘Go large’ table. We provided a few bikes amongst
the 1/12th scale cars – it was impressive to see so many large scale car and bikes together at one time. It’s a bit
of a stretch to have exhibits in two places, but at least the close proximity of the Garagistes table helped matters.
As ever, it’s a tiring weekend, but the rewards easily outweigh the negatives by some margin. Many that went
this year have already booked for next year’s event. I’m looking forward to it already.
Congratulations must go to Barry Sharman for yet another gold award with a 1/72 nd military class trawler, HMS
Grenadier. A superb piece of work. This year Richard Stewart went in search of the double with his Nimitz….he
just fell short with silver, which nonetheless is a fantastic achievement. In all honesty though, I could not
understand why the Iron clad ship in 1/350th that bagged gold was given the award; Leaving without any
recognition for ‘Crumpler’ was David Pogson. It must have been a tough decision not to even offer a
commended. Competition modelling can be brutal!
Of course the main November meeting is the first of our own annual competition nights. I really enjoy seeing so
much of the clubs work gathered for the competition nights, as I’m sure many others do. Further along in this
issue, you will find the guidelines for the annual competition. As I said earlier this month at the club meeting,
nothing has changed (or needs to) from last year, so you should all be familiar with the format by now. If you
are new and want to enter, please read them through carefully. Whilst we don’t have hard and fast rules, some
framework needs to exist from the contest to be fair and well run. Enjoy the evening.

Keep modelling and supporting our hobby…
Paul
Club President

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire.
We cater for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well-seasoned gurus.
We meet on the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where
we often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby.
We also attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects.
We have an open door policy so if you want to sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby
or just come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see
the last page for details or visit our web site

www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS

2017 ANNUAL MODEL COMETITION
At our next meeting we will be holding out annual competion , with the class winners being
announced at our Xmas meeting before going forward to our compete for th John Cox Memorial
Trophy awarded for the best model of 2017 . For reference the competion guidline follow:
2017 ANNUAL COMPETITION GENERAL GUIDELINES AND CLASS DEFINITIONS
PURPOSE
This document has been created to provide club members with the necessary information in order
that they may successfully enter a model into the annual competition. These guidelines are not set
in stone and maybe revised periodically to ensure they are fit for purpose.
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SCOPE
These guidelines are written with the intent that they are applied to the Annual Competition only.
However, they may, at the discretion of the Competition Secretary, be used for any other
competition the club holds.
GENERAL GUIDELINES
•
Entries must be the work of a regular club member who has attended at least 4 club
meetings during the previous 12 months.
•
Eligible models are those that have not previously placed 1st, 2nd or 3rd in class or overall in
the John Cox Memorial Trophy at a previous annual competition. Winners or those that have placed
(or been entered) in any other competition run by the club are eligible.
•
Models are entered at the owner’s risk.
•
Once a model has had its entry slip completed it may not be moved to another eligible class
without consent from the Competition Secretary.
•
Models that have won in class must be physically available for judging in the John Cox
Memorial Trophy.
•
Models must not be converted pre built die-cast or radio controlled. Static display models
with moving features or lights are permitted. Models that have white metal parts, particularly in the
case of figures, will be permitted.
•
Entrants are not permitted to vote for their own entry.
CLASSES FOR THE ANNUAL COMPETITION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aircraft 1/72 scale or below
Aircraft above 1/72 scale
Military vehicles
Figures
Civilian vehicles
Ships
Dioramas
Sci-Fi, Fantasy or Real Space
Miscellaneous

CLASS DEFINITIONS







Aircraft 1/72 scale or below Defined as a real military or civilian propeller, or jet driven
vehicle designed for flight. The class may also include gliders and helicopters. Real aircraft
with fictional paint schemes are permitted.
Aircraft above 1/72 scale Defined as a real military or civilian propeller, or jet driven vehicle
designed for flight. The class may also include gliders and helicopters. Real aircraft with
fictional paint schemes are permitted.
Military vehicles Defined as a wheel or tracked vehicle designed for military use. The class
includes soft skin vehicles, towed, self-propelled artillery equipment and includes missile
launchers. Civilian vehicles seconded for military use are permitted. Any scale.
Figures Defined as a real military, historical or civilian figure or bust. Any scale.
Civilian vehicles Defined as real, wheeled or tracked vehicles, designed primarily for civilian
use. This class also includes railway locos and rolling stock. Real vehicles with fictional paint
schemes are permitted. Any scale.
Ships Defined as real, military or civilian vessels that are primarily designed for water borne
use. This class also includes hovercraft and man powered vessels. Any scale.
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Dioramas Defined as two items or more (not necessarily from the same class) on a scenic
base, with or without figures that conveys a specific real theme or real event. Any scale.
Sci-Fi, Fantasy or Real Space Defined as conceptual ground based vehicles, waterborne
vessels, aircraft (designed for spaceflight too), figures, busts, characters, droids or aliens
from science fiction or other fantasy genre. Real space is defined as real vehicles or craft
primarily designed for space flight or use. Any scale.
Miscellaneous This class is for any other model not covered in the previous 8 classes (for
instance – Prehistoric animals) but will also be used for a class with two or less entries, and
combined with entries from other classes with two or less entries unless that action does
not increase the amount of entries.

THE MUSEUM OF ARMY FLYING AIRCRAFT ENTHUSIASTS FAIR
19 NOVEMBER 10:00 AM – 3:00 PM
This coming Sunday will see the club attend it's penultimate show for 2017. The Museum of Army
Flying are holding its annual show, The 'aircraft enthusiasts show' and we have our usual 12 foot
single depth space for the models, which we will light and protect with the guards. The show opens
at 10:00am, so set up from around 08:30 will be appropriate. We are told car parking will be a little
limited due to external works taking place at the museum.
For further details see https://www.armyflying.com/events/
KITASTROPHIK KOGITAT IONS
GRAY SHARPLI NG

A (HOPEFULLY) REGULAR MONTHLY COLUMN
Okay, I admit I am stretching alliteration slightly for this month’s sub-title, but it kinda-works. At the
late-October club meeting I foolishly volunteered to write a show report from Scale Model World
2017, and so this was mostly written from my hotel room in the Telford Holiday Inn. I make no
apologies for any slight personal bias you may detect.
Disappointingly, my F-35 is still not complete, and so wasn’t going on the road-trip to Telford; nor will
it be entered into the Romsey Modellers annual competition. It should be finished soon I promise (I
hope!), but small things like the purchase of a new house have gotten in the way of modelling in recent
weeks. It will (probably?) be finished, and should be eligible for 2018’s “Test Trout”/American
competition in July.

Anyway, enough of my problems, on with the show (ha ha – see what I did there?)…
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TELFORD TWENTY-SEVENTEEN
THURSDAY
I had pre-loaded the car in the evening, ready for the next morning, with those of my models that had
already been agreed with Tony and Paul to potentially be displayed on the Romsey table at Telford,
plus a couple of extra’s “just in case”. I knew that some would probably stay in their boxes all
weekend, but the idea was to give the guys a variety of options for them to choose what they wanted
from my meagre selection of glue-bombs
FRIDAY
I left home around 9:00am, and
met with Tony, Paul, and Sean at
Tony’s house in Romsey around
9:30. After waiting for them to
finish
their
traditional
McDonald’s breakfast, we filled
my remaining boot-space with a
lot more models before heading
to Ampfield Village Hall to collect
the table gear (cloths, Perspex
stands etc) that also went into
my boot. That done, we hit the
road north around 10:00. Like
last year, Tony, Paul, and Sean,
along with a few of the models,
My boot was nowhere near as full as I expected.
all travelled together in Tony’s
car so they could talk club committee business. My old Freelander then had primary “freighter” duty
for the majority of the models and gear for the table. Like previous years, I had offered a lift to
anybody who might want one, but as usual got no takers, so my audio-book kept me company for the
3-hour or so drive. We all met-up again in the Telford Holiday Inn car park (I didn’t even try to keepup with Tony and his notoriously heavy right-foot), along with Mark and Dave who had made their
own way there separately. We had to wait for our rooms to be ready before we could check-in, so a
much-needed pint in the bar helped pass the time.
After checking-in to the hotel, we joined the chaotic melee to get in and lay-out our table when the
hall doors opened at 15:00. Although the IPMS only permitted four wrist-bands for each club’s set-up
crew, somehow we actually up with enough for everybody. I did all the unloading and carting into the
hall from my car, whilst Tony, Paul and Sean unloaded Tony’s car. Then came two solid hours of tableFeng-Shui. I swear I could hear Paul muttering “Less is more!” under his breath every few minutes,
and there was some “intense debate” on whether the Typhoon exhibit should be in the middle, or at
one end, of the display, but we got there in the end. Tony, Dave, and I all had one model each suffer
from minor travel-injuries of one sort or another, but Tony had some CA on hand for repairs, although
it was the slow-setting type, which was a little frustrating.
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Table Feng-Shui underway.

We had originally asked the IPMS for 18-feet of double-depth table, 12-feet for the club display, and
another 6-feet for the Typhoon Restoration display. Not sure how it happened, but we actually got
allocated 24-feet altogether! There was enough Typhoon-related stuff to fill the middle third or more
of our table, and the remaining models filled the two end thirds. I used one of my “spare” models to
help fill the unprecedented amount of space. By 17:30 we were done, Tony and Sean went to find
their off-site accommodation at the university, and I headed to my hotel room to relax, shower, and
start writing this article (!) before we all met again later for dinner.

Paul placing his own models using cotton gloves –
can’t say I noticed anybody else using the same care…

Model held at specific angle by my car key whilst the
slow-setting Superglue repaired the travel damage.

The two ends of the table with the “normal” club displays. Note Paul being cornered by an IPMS official looking
for “volunteers” to help with door warden duties later in the weekend.
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With all the instrument dials and other aircraft parts, the Typhoon display in the middle of the table
looked pretty good by the end. Even then, Mark still found time to do some shopping before the
crowds arrived on the morrow, collecting an old Accurate Miniatures 1/48th Avenger that he had preordered from a trader.

This year, the exotic delights of Pizza Express was the chosen venue for the Friday evening teambuilding exercise (aka: grub), and the conversation, jokes, and leg-pulling came thick and fast. You
need a thick skin to be classed as true a Romsey Modeller! By 21:00 my feet were aching badly, plus
I am a very light drinker, and I wasn’t going to even try to keep pace with anybody else (mentioning
no names - cough); so I called it a day (although I did spend a little time starting work on writing this
article before I turned in).
SATURDAY
A lie-in (compared to what I am usually permitted), followed by a slap-up full-English breakfast so I
could skip lunch then (slightly disappointed there was no black pudding!) then, having a set-up crew
wristband so I could skip past the queues, I was on the table by 8:30am, along with Paul, Tony, Sean,
Mark, and Dave, ready and waiting for the masses to be allowed in.

Hall 1, Saturday morning.
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Hall 2. Can you spot the Romsey table – it’s there I promise you.

Clearly some of the European modellers had been partying hard the night before, as I swear I saw one
of the Czech, or possibly it was Polish, contingent staggering into the hall at about 9:00am swigging
from a can of Strongbow! Being generous, I can only assume it was a little “hair of the dog”. They are
hardier folks than I am, that’s for sure. When I went on tour later that morning, it seemed like some
of the tables in Hall 3 had more food and drink behind the table than models on it!

Different angle of Hall 2 showing the Romsey table immediately prior to the doors opening to the public.

At Telford Airfix usually announce several new-tool kits for next year. However, unless I missed
something, I didn’t see anything that I hadn’t already heard about elsewhere: the new 1/48th Mustang,
and Sea Fury had been well-publicised previously, and in the week or so prior to the show they had
announced their new 1/48th Blenheim. Their new 1/72nd B-25 Mitchell and Wellington bombers were
also known to be on the cards for next year I think. I didn’t spot anything else new for 2018, but I
must admit that the detail on the Wellington does look terrific for the small scale. I am sure we will
see one of those coming from Tony’s workbench next year. And I was slightly tempted, but didn’t
succumb, to the 1/48th Mustang myself.
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If you visit the Airfix stand at SMW, you have the opportunity to submit your own suggestions for
future new-tool kits. I have done this every year; and I have suggested pretty-much the same subjects
every year as Airfix never listen to little-old me:







The new Airfix 1/72nd B25 Mitchell…

…and their new 1/72nd Wellington

th

a new 1/48 Hawker Harrier GR.1. There is no decent modern tooling of this variant; even
Tamiya’s version dates from 1971, and is pretty primitive by modern standards with raised panel
lines and all. Kinetic have a fairly new Sea Harrier, but no GR.1 from anybody that I have heard of.
a new 1/48th Westland Wasp helicopter to sit alongside their 1/48th Lynx as the Royal Navy’s Cold
War Whirlybirds. Fujimi have one but the moulds date back to 1968(!) so the kit accuracy, detail
and quality are very poor, if you can even find one.
a new 1/48th Sepecat Jaguar GR.1/3. Kitty Hawk gave us a new tool offering in 2013, but it’s Kitty
Hawk(!), and Italeri have now officially scrapped development of their version that had been
announced in 2012.

I know it’s unlikely any of my Airfix suggestions will be forthcoming, but I keep hoping.
Remembrance Day, November 11th, actually fell on the Saturday this year. So there were to be two
silences, one on the Saturday, and then the more formal one on the Sunday. I happened to be away
from the table touring the halls and admiring the many club displays at 11:00 on Saturday, but if you
weren’t paying close attention, you missed it! There were a few spoken, if almost unintelligible,
announcements on the P.A. in the lead-up, but come 11:00, there was no notice whatsoever. Only
slowly did people figure out what was going on as they looked at their watches or noticed that other
people around them were standing unusually still. It was very mystifying. Then at 11:02, there was a
single quiet and distant whistle to mark the end of the silence, but there was a great deal of confusion
and consternation as most people expected something like the sound of a bugler playing “The Last
Post” similar to Sunday to indicate the start. We later heard that there was meant to be several loud
whistles in each hall – but somebody in the IPMS had forgotten to actually hand out the whistles
themselves… there is nothing like good organisation, and this was nothing like good organisation.
As usual, the quality of the models displayed on the club stands was my biggest pleasure – the main
reason I go to the show in the first place. Below are just a selection of a few stand-outs that caught
my eye; some personal favourites. I make no apologies for any personal bias on subjects chosen.
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Israeli Defence Force SIG: Very good non-slip texturing
and weathering.

IPMS Edinburgh: Just great detail and finish.

IPMS Warrington: The delicate and intricate antenna was very good, and the Dassault Rafael was beautiful.

Civil Aviation SIG: Breath-taking bare metal finish on
this Bristol Brabazon.

Submarine Warfare SIG: Delicate and realistic
weathering and rust effects on this Type IIV U-Boat.

Peter Eccles was not amongst those attending from the 580 Lazy Modellers club this year, so their
stand was curiously devoid of his stunning bare-metal finish models. He has a unique and unusual
technique of almost dry-brushing Mr Metal paints onto bare un-prepared plastic that he gave a quick
demo of last year. His results have to be seen to be believed. But alas there was no repeat-demo this
year.
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580 Lazy Modellers: A lovely 1/48th Bronco.

NASA SIG: Great scratch-built super-detailing on this
1/48th Lunar Module.

NASA SIG again: More great scratch-built super-detailing on this large 1/24th Mercury capsule.

IPMS Norfolk: I loved the clever water effect of this
hovering 1/72nd Seaking helicopter.

IPMS East Hinkley: More great scratch-built superdetailing on this 1/48th Wessex.
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IPMS Tangmere: A beautiful Jaguar – and built from
the Kitty Hawk kit too! My hat is off to him.

IPMS Sutton Coldfield: A very clever way to show off a
detailed full-interior.

Splash SIG: Great water-spray effects in this old Airfix
1/144th SR-N4, a lovely model from what I know from
personal experience as a child is a pig of a kit.

IPMS Farnborough: A lot of work went into the
lighting of this large resin Star Destroyer, and I
particularly liked the tiny Millennium Falcon on the
back of the bridge.

Last year, Dave had thought to perhaps try and do some sneaky under-the-table sales, despite the
strict ban on such by the IPMS, but in the end Sean ended up buying half of the stash Dave had brought
with him. This year everybody seemed far more restrained. Sean bought a couple of kits, and Lee
bought one, but even these were not extravagant. I simply can’t say I noticed any conspicuous
expenditure by anybody. There just didn’t seem to be the bargains at this year’s show that people
were hoping for? At least, not of anything that any of us was interested in. I wasn’t desperate as it
would only have added to the stash (not something I am thinking of as a next-project or anything), but
had my eyes open for the new(ish) Hobby Boss 1/48th SU-34 Fullback. Only Hannants had one, and
that was wildly over-priced, so I gave it a miss. I just ended up buying a few odds-and-ends – a new
pair of quality tweezers, some grime wash and sanding/polishing sticks etc. But that was it.

HPH Models were getting a lot of attention over their
absolutely massive 1/32nd resin and mixed-media B-36
Peacemaker. I didn’t ask the price!

I know Paul likes to espouse the “less is more”
principle of table layout, but I think IPMS Wakefield
possibly took the principle a tad too far…
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Our Typhoon exhibit got a lot of Attention, and not just for the models, which were superb. Although
several times we had punters pick up the real aircraft parts, and had to be politely but firmly told to
not touch the display! Not only
are some of the parts valuable in
their own right, but if dropped
could completely smash any
model underneath.
At one
point, the official YouTube
channel for the Scale Model
World show arrived and
interviewed Tony for several
minutes. He’s famous now – but
don’t let him look down on us
non-celebrity “little people”.
The evening meal was at a local
“Hungry Horse” pub after we
Tony being interviewed about the Typhoon exhibit.
were spurned from our first two
choices as to try and seat six we apparently needed to have booked in advance. So this was a definite
fall-back position. Simple, unimaginative fayre, but they do at least live up to their name – none of us
left hungry. The others then went back to the hotel bar, and I headed back to my room to write this
article whilst it was all still fresh in my mind, and not clouded by a pint or two. Paul had decided that
his “real friends” in Les Garagistes were more important to him, so he went off to dinner with them
instead of us Romsey rejects. Apparently this might not have been the wise decision he thought it
was at the time, as they ended up at the “Chimichanga” Mexican restaurant next door to the Pizza
Express we had been in the night before, and he was not impressed. On Sunday morning, when we
were all regaled with Paul’s tales of small portions and cold food, our meal suddenly seemed a much
better choice than we thought at the time.
SUNDAY
No lie-in this morning. I was awoken a good 30 minutes before my own alarm by the alarms of the
two people in rooms either side of mine, as they clearly pressed “snooze” several times given the
frequency they went off – and then on came their TV’s to what I assumed was Breakfast TV. So I gave
up trying to sleep at his point, made myself a coffee and wrote a little more. After the shower came
another full-English (oh, the luxury), and I checked-out of the hotel ready for the evening’s departure
before heading over to the exhibition hall. The IPMS had reduced the entrance price for Sunday
entrance (to be strictly accurate, they had actually increased the price for just the Saturday by £2
compared to previous years), in an effort to try and “even the load” and encourage more people to
attend on Sunday. Personally, I couldn’t tell if this made any actual difference, as Sunday we still
noticeably quieter than Saturday.
At 11:00am exactly, a bugler sounded “The Last Post”, and the halls again fell eerily silent for the twominutes of remembrance for the fallen. Last year I happened to be in the competition area at the
time, but this year I was on the Romsey table, and it was really quite moving. The whole hall fell
completely silent, and everybody stood disconcertingly motionless. It is very humbling to see how
respectful modellers can be in this regard. It all working much better than the Saturday’s debacle.
After that it was time for the group photo, although the official photographer was over 20 minutes
late for the appointment he had made.
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Above - the Romsey Mafia, left to right: Lee, Karl, Mark, Luke (hiding behind Paul), Paul, Dave, Tony,
me, Sean, Richard, and Keith. What you can’t see are the beers that many of the guys had cracked
open at 11:15am, waiting for the photographer to arrive. I was gasping for a coffee by this time, not
a beer.
Photographs over, I headed to the competition area upstairs. Richard had entered his spectacular USS
Nimitz carrier into competition this year, after his USS Hornet won Gold in class last year. Given the
superb quality of the finished model, we were all very pleased for him when he won Silver in class this
year. Our only surprise was that it wasn’t Gold, such was the quality Richard put out there. On seeing
what did win, a tiny little thing, I can only say he was robbed! The judging panel sometimes make
some very strange decisions, and this was one of them in my opinion. Barry Sharman won gold in his
class too. So plaudits for Romsey in the two differently-scaled ships classes. You can all rest assured
that you will never see anything of mine in competition at Telford - I know I am nowhere near good
enough.

He was robbed I tell ya! That Richard only got Silver is a disgrace. He should have got Gold, no question.
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Richard lost to this?! It was barely six-inches long.
Yes, it was good, but not Gold good…

Barry’s deserved Gold.

Overall best in show was a fantastic 1/18th scale Spitfire bubble-top – I am sorry, I have no idea what
exact version. Huge! With incredible detail and superb bare metal finish. A worthy winner in my
humble opinion.

Below are a just a few other competition entries that caught my eye. There are so many, many classes,
I couldn’t keep track of which models went into which class most of the time. Most classes just had a
number, rather than a name as such.

Quality work in the junior’s SF section. Better than I
could produce, that’s for sure.

A big 1/32nd F-35A in factory-shipping paint.
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Clever diorama, but the panelling is far, far too
strong.It should be subtle.

Beautiful scratch-build engine and cockpit detailing.

Built from the old Tamiya kit.

A 1/48th Sea Dragon.

This 1/48th Wessex Mk.5 got Gold in class.

Super-detailed engines were all the rage this year.

Great work, but I couldn’t figure out if this was a
“Diorama” or just a tank?

Wonder Woman’s Invisible Plane!
Nice to see somebody with a sense of humour.
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This wonderful little Fairy Delta was completely scratch-built!

Unbelievably detailed, and huge, diorama. It got a well-deserved Gold.

Sunday also seemed to see more Romsey crew crack their wallets open. Hannant’s wouldn’t negotiate
by even a penny on the SU-34, so they took it home with them unsold, but Dave and Sean seemed to
have more luck. Sean bought a Big Airfix Operation Herrick box-set with three models in one box, plus
a 1/72nd SU-33 Flanker-D amongst others, and Dave came away with multiple bases for future models
as well as a large 1/32nd Italeri F-104G Starfighter. I am sure there was more I didn’t spot.
On a personal note, I was very pleasantly surprised at the amount of attention my own humble
offerings got from passer’s-by, asking lots of questions, and getting a gratifying number of
compliments. Maybe I’m not as bad a modeller as I think I am? One notable example was early Sunday
morning - thus guy came by and complimented me on the build of my old Lynx. On talking to him,
turns out he had been the pilot of the exact aircraft I had modelled! He also said that Airfix had
screwed up the decals, as his name should only be on one side of the aircraft, and the name of his
observer on the other, but Airfix’s decals had his name on both sides – much to the chagrin of his
observer!
Official closing time was 16:00, but many clubs had started quietly packing at least 30 minutes prior
to this, as the show wound down. The irony was that although the IPMS were very strict about setup crew wrist-bands on the Friday, nobody came round to enforce the same stricture as we packed.
So with all of us available to help, packing went very quickly, and by 17:00 we were done, with cars
loaded and most people starting to head home.
It was now however that I suddenly became very glad that I had spent so little at the show, and my
weekend budget was untouched, as most of it was about to get blown another way. My car wouldn’t
start. Luckily, there was an AA man in the car park seeing to another lady, so I collared him when he
was done. Forty-minutes and one new car battery later, I too was eventually on the road, only to
immediately run into a huge traffic jam on the east-bound M58 just outside Telford. Roadworks
narrowed the motorway to just one lane, combined with a car crash on the opposite carriageway
meant things were just walking-pace for several miles. A perfect way to start the long journey. I
eventually staggered through my front door almost two hours later than it had looked like being when
we finished packing.
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AVIATTIC 1/32 MARIENFELDE LORRY
LES COOPER

The model comes well packed with a lot
of the larger pieces taped to thick card
which I think is a good idea as some parts
look fragile but they also look in scale so
were quite thin which added to the
finished look . There is a packet of etched
brass and some wire and chain and some
copper sheet for the side curtains on the
cab . A neat decal sheet provides
markings for two different vehicles . The
instruction manual is excellent providing
a nice history and technical details of the
vehicle followed by a very useful
exploded drawing of all the parts in the
kit .
First thing to do was have a check of all
the parts against the instructions which
showed we didn't have any headlights . A quick phone call and the parts were hastily dispatched .
That’s fantastic service.
Next job was to wash all the resin in luke warm soapy water then pat dry and left overnight to dry
completely . I was very pleased there were no large pouring gates it made the task of cleaning up the
parts a lot easier and quicker , most parts just cut off with pincers and trimmed with the scalpel .

I did have two breakages which was down to my heavy handedness , the horn and one of the leaf
springs . Looking at the leaf springs I decided I would add some strengthening to the thin ends with a
small piece of
plastic
sprue
superglued into the
corner . I replaced
the tube from the
horn with some
bent wire just
cutting off each
end and gluing
them back into
position adding an
attachment plate
to help later on in
assembly . The
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radiator guard had a twist so a dip in some hot water and a gentle twist had the desired effect .
The details on this model are excellent so I decided that I would do very little extra detailing so it would
be mainly be an 'out of the box' build . The only extras I would add being the open drivers window and
the moveable tailgate
After a good clean up I started by removing the frame from the drivers window and replacing it with
a suitable piece of clear acetate cut to size a masking tape frame would be added later

Supplied with this kit was a superb driver figure , I think this
was only available on the first 100 kits produced . I tested
fitted the figure and cab together to ascertain the best
position of arms and legs in relation to seat , steering wheel
and pedals . When I was happy with the fit of the driver I
glued him together . I sprayed the floor and rear cab parts
with a grey undercoat which I liked the look of , so this I
decided was going to be the finished colour .
My next step was assembling the complete chassie as per
the instructions . The cargo body was next and after it was
glued together I needed to know the fit of all the body parts
to check that all fitted together so a dry run showed that all
look good no alterations needed .
I had a can of Humbrol
German dark grey which I
spayed the chassie with , the
remainder of the cab and
body would be the lighter
grey undercoat which would
be sprayed later after partial
assembly was done . The
tyres were treated to a
grinding with a burr in the
Dremmel to create a worn
look . The side tights were
solid so extra work with the
Dremmel and we had a cavity to paint silver before the acetate lens would be added later . I also
drilled out the tow pin cutting off the top and gluing it to a suitable size piece of sprue .

The radiator , headlights , sidelights and
fuel tank were painted with Plasticote
Brass when dry the centre area of the
radiator was painted Matt black .
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I did say that the tailgate would be movable I achieved his by cutting off the cast parts and replacing
them with fine metal tubing and a wire pin . These would be sprayed separately so the tailgate would
swing on its pins .

The two etched brass mudguards were place on a suitable round jar and gently bent to shape before
adding the arms . All the main assemblies were now painted with the grey undercoat and left to dry
overnight .

I am not a figure painter so my version of 'Otto' consisted of various shades of flesh, blue, brown and
black and as you could only see the top half my meagre attempt at painting would not be to noticeable.
After 'Otto' was dry he was glued into place with Hobbycraft tacky glue as this gave me a chance to
settle him in before the glue dried then I could add the steering wheel . The windows were glued into
location with the tacky glue any excess being wiped off with a damp cotton bud before adding the
roof .
It was now time to attach the main
body assemblies . I started with the
cab after I double checked the
position of the load bed , then the
bonnet followed by the load bed , I
glued all of these with epoxy glue for
strength .
Final assembly was the exhaust,fuel
tank,mudguards,radiator grill with
the 'Daimler' name then the lights
and lastly the wheels . After the
model had set over night the decals
were added and they sat down very
well with just a little Microsol .
Weathering was done with dry
brushing Tamiya pastels .
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I really enjoyed the challenge of this build , the detail is excellent and the fit of parts is great and with
a little patience a great model will be achieved . A great addition to the every growing 1/32 WW1
market . Well done Aviattic .
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LINGEVRES TANK BUSTER
KARL SCAMMELL

Having visited Normandy, earlier this year as part of the RMEF tour, it inspired me to create a diorama
associated with the battle for Normandy. I was not short of images to loosely base my diorama on. I
finally settled on a scene whereby a section of the Green Howards are shown here manning a 6
pounder anti-tank gun,
awaiting some custom to
trundle down the lane
towards them.
The first job was to source a
suitable kit. Tamiya produce
a 6 pounder in 1/35 scale
although I was informed
that it was a relatively old
kit. Another manufacturer
producing the 6 pounder is a
Chinese company called
Riich models. They produce
two kits, one supplied with a
crew, the other with no
crew but supplied with a
metal barrel. It is worth
pointing out at this stage
the box art for both versions
is very similar and therefore
you could mistakenly order
the wrong kit as I did with
no crew. No problem you
would think, just order
some additional figures and problem solved. However, at present no British infantry 6 pounder gun
crew figures wearing the correct battle dress are available (resin figures are available but at an
extortionate price). Therefore, I was forced to order the alternative Riich kit supplied with crew which
is what I thought I ordered the first-time round. Lesson learned here, don’t just rely on box art to
identify the kit you require, read the description and check the kit reference numbers before hitting
the order button!
The build sequence starts with
the barrel and breech
assembly. The instructions
state that several of the
components require no glue
and are just push fits. This is to
allow movement such as
barrel recoil and breech
movement but unfortunately
the fit quality meant that in
both instances glue had to be
used
to
locate
the
components.
Box art
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GUN BUILD

Supplied metal barrel

Barrel & Breech assembly in progress

The breech assembly is quite complex with numerous small components and I feel the instruction
sheet could do with some improvement as the exact position of some of these parts is not particularly
clear. This issue is repeated throughout the gun assembly process.

Close-up of breech assembly

Photo-etch chain

The other issue I have with this kit is that some of the photo-etch parts are extremely small and are
extremely difficult to handle and fit. The above photo of a chain could be considered as one of the
larger parts and with tweezers could be fitted relatively easily. However, for the external face of the
shield, some photo etch bolt heads are supplied and these are less than 0.5mm in diameter. Trying to
remove these from the fret without subsequently losing them and then picking them up to glue them
onto the shield was impossible so in the end, I didn’t bother using them. If the manufacturers of kits
are going to the trouble of supplying photo-etch, at least make it to a size that is useable.
With the breech assembly complete, the next task was to assemble the shield. The kit comes supplied
with two shields with the instruction stating that the double shield (in effect spaced armour) was only
used on later versions. Despite extensive research and consulting Romsey modellers resident armour
expert, Luke Hayes we couldn’t establish whether this double shield was used during 1944(the gun
remained in service until the 1960’s) so I went with the single shield version.

Internal and external views of the shield.

The next items to assemble were the side arms which proved relatively straightforward although
inserting the pin that attaches the two arms to the wheel axle was slightly tricky. However, once
everything was in line and with a slight push the pin located into position and was a perfect fit.
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Two views of the completed side arms.

The shield was then attached to the gun, followed by attaching the side arms to the gun assembly. At
this point I decided to start applying paint to the gun. The colour chart calls for Tamiya XF4 Yellow
green as the overall colour although after a trial application I decided to use Model Master Deep Olive
Drab instead.
With the main gun assembly
painted, I then fitted the wheels
to the axle followed by the
lower front shield. In terms of
assembly the gun was now
complete. The last jobs on the
gun were to give it a coat of
acrylic matt lacquer and then
apply a wash which was the
Flory Dark Dirt

Gun virtually complete.

FIGURES
The kit is supplied with four figures, however I used
only three as per the original photograph. The
helmets supplied with the kit did not match the
photograph, therefore I ordered the following set
from Hornet models.
The figures were relatively straightforward to
assemble with the only minor issue being the need to
clean up some seam lines. I intended to use Vallejo
70.921 English Uniform however after spraying it onto
the first figure; to me it looked to be slightly too dark.
Therefore, I decided to use Tamiya XF-49 Khaki which
gave a slightly lighter finish. For the helmet, I used an
acrylic dark green.

Hornet heads ref HBH03
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Figure awaiting clean-up, painting and head!

AMMUNITION
Instead of using the supplied kit shells, I opted to use an aftermarket set of brass shells from Cornwall
Model Boats. A set of twelve shells is supplied, the quality is superb and at £5.58 represent excellent
value.

Brass shells

CREATING THE SCENE.
The first job for the base was to seal the surface by
applying a diluted coat of PVA. From the
photograph, it can be seen that the lane is lined by
two hedges, the left-hand side being a typical
‘Bocage’ hedge. A quick explanation of the
‘Bocage’ hedge follows for those unfamiliar with
the term.
The hedge typically consists of a steep earthen
bank which is topped with shrubs and small trees.
Heights varied but typically ranged between six to
twelve feet. These hedges at the time had been in
existence for hundreds of years and therefore the
vegetation was very dense, ideal for setting
ambushes.
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The Bocage became infamous with the US forces as the Germans used it to their advantage in creating
defensive positions. Ambrose in his book on D-Day quotes that the US infantry had trained extensively
for the beach landings but were quite unprepared for hedgerow fighting that they were to face once
they moved inland. The Allies had to quickly review their tactics to overcome the German defensive
positions within the Bocage.
Back to the diorama. To create the bank, I first glued some thin strips of styro foam to the base on
either side of the lane which will be used to create the height particularly on the left-hand side.

Styro foam strips to form raised hedgerow.

With the foam in place I could start applying the plaster/fine sand base. I dry mixed the plaster, fine
sand and pigment. The next step was to transfer the dry mix to another container, add water to create
a ‘stiff mix’ and apply to the foam. I then allowed the plaster to dry before repeating the process to
create the lane surface. Once applied this again was allowed to thoroughly dry before everything was
sanded to create a slightly smoother surface.

Pigment/plaster mix

Applying plaster to Styrofoam.

Although I added an earth pigment to the plaster mix I used for the banks, it was still too light in terms
in colour, therefore I sprayed the banks with an acrylic dark earth. The lane itself probably consisted
of a crushed limestone base with a variety of stones on the surface. Therefore, it’s colour would be
lighter than the surrounding earth, so I sprayed the lane surface with an acrylic dirty concrete to
lighten it.
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Plaster and paint applied.

The next step was to add detail to the base in terms of vegetation. To create the dense hedge foliage,
I used rubberised lichen. Overall it is a dark green colour, so to create some colour variation as would
occur in a real hedge, I sprayed a proportion of the lichen with an acrylic light green. I then placed the
lichen onto the raised plaster sections, using PVA to glue it in place. This job can get quite messy, so
in my case I made use of the patio table to complete this phase.

Rubberised lichen.

Creating the hedge, messy but fun!

In addition to the lichen I also used an old hanging basket liner to create tall scrub grass. To add further
interest, I randomly added further weed and dandelion plants on either side of the lane. These were
Greenline products, Low weed GL-118-gn, Dandelion GL-051-gn and a variety of grass tufts.

Hanging basket liner

Dandelion
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With all the vegetation in place I then sprinkled some dry oregano leaves and spring fine green scatter
randomly over the base. This was fixed in place using hair spray.
The last job to undertake was to add a
camouflage net to the gun. Having cut the net
to size I then added a disruptive pattern using
Tamiya tape cut into strips
I then dipped the net into some green enamel,
unfortunately I should have diluted with 50%
enamel thinners as pure enamel made the net
rather stiff which made it subsequently
difficult to place on the gun. Once dry, the next
step was to repeatedly re fold the net in
several directions to try and get the flexibility
back into the net, followed by soaking in a
diluted PVA (approx. 25%) for a couple of
Camo netting before paint application.
minutes. On removal of the net from the PVA,
any excess was removed using tissue and the net placed over the shield. As mentioned above in this
case due to the net being very stiff this proved slightly difficult although eventually I got the net to
conform to the shield profile.
Below, some photos of the completed diorama.
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TAMIYA CROMWELL MKIV
MARK HUSBAND

Back in the summer on a visit to
the Tank museum with fellow
club member Luke Hayes I was
persuaded to invest in this
Tamiya 1/35th Cromwell. Many
members will be familiar with the
kit as the kit it has been around
since 1997 and I have no doubt
that a few have been built
already within the club. The idea
was to build something quickly
and on the back of recent armour
projects that I have worked on
recently this was easy by
comparison.
In the box you get, unsurprisingly a comprehensive and clear set of instructions together with
numerous dark green sprues of parts that fit together with relative ease. I had heard this kit builds up
into a good rendition of the Cromwell and on this occasion the finished item did not disappoint. The
kit parts have no flash to contend with and sink holes were not an issue. No filler was needed at any
point anywhere and the construction broadly followed the now traditional build sequence of wheels,
bodywork / tub, main gun assembly and then turret.
Early on in the build I discovered that Tamiya offer
some aftermarket parts for this Cromwell kit, one
being a set of five PE fine mesh covers that can add
detail to the extreme rear engine deck and engine side
ventilation areas, I quickly invested in this option and
incorporated it into the build as it progressed. Being no
expert at figure painting I elected to leave the single
crew member as supplied off the model and closed up
the turret roof .
1/35 Cromwell Photo Etch

The kit is supplied with black rubber tracks and once

painted I felt they gave a good account of
themselves for the scale. The only advice
I would offer is to carefully stretch them
a few millimetres to give some extra
overall length to assist them with
dropping onto the main drive wheels
otherwise they are difficult to position
correctly. A few small dabs of 15 minute
Araldite Rapid was used to fix the tracks
into their final position.
After a coat of grey primer the tanks
paintwork was kept simple by applying a
coat of Humbrol M30 (matt dark green),
once dry I finished up with some careful
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dry brushing with Tamiya
weathering powders (snow)
highlighting the raised rivet
detail and hard edges to give
a worn but serviceable look.
The decal sheet included for
the kit gives four options; I
added some red triangle
squadron markings from the
spares box and built a Welsh
Guards version seen in
Normandy during 1944.

Tamiya
Cromwell
by Mark Husband
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CLUB DIARY 2017

2017

November 15th

December 6th
December 20th

Annual Competition

November 11th/12th

Scale ModelWorld 2017

November 19th

Middle Wallop Show

November 26th

Bugle Call

Early Club Night
Xmas Night

Next Meeting: Wednesday November 15th

(8pm to 10pm)

CONTACT INFO
Web Site

wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk

Club President
Club Secretary
Magazine Editor
Treasurer
Show Secretary
Competition Secretary

email info@romseymodellers.co.uk

Paul Adams
Tony Adams
Tel: 01794 519153
Tony Adams
Tel: 07736555664
Paul Adams
Mark Husband Tel: 07806 636208
Sean Summers

email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk
email: ariel.19@hotmail.co.uk

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication
Tony Adams
Paul Adams
Gray Sharpling

Les Cooper
Karl Scammell
Mark Husband

FINDING US
Ampfield Village
Hall
Morleys Lane
Romsey
Hampshire
SO51 9BJ
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BACK ISSUES
For those of you that are new to this publication is it worth noting that a full archive of The Romsey
Modeller (now almost 100 issues) plus its predecessor “Update” are available on our web site at
https://www.romseymodellers.co.uk/magazine

Articles and news are always welcome for inclusion in this magazine. Note all views and information
thus expressed are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the
editor or the club as a whole. Copyright: Romsey Modellers 2017
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